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ABSTRACT
Four-junction solar cells are being developed for space
applications as they promise higher efficiencies
compared to the present GaInP/GaInAs/Ge triplejunction industry standard. There are multiple
technological routes to achieve four-junction cells with
the ideal bandgap combination of 1.9 eV, 1.4 eV
1.05 eV and 0.7 eV. This includes metamorphic growth
concepts and direct semiconductor wafer bonded
technology. All cell designs have their specific
advantages and challenges. Therefore, at Fraunhofer
ISE a plurality of different four-junction cell concepts is
under investigation. The current status of the
development and a discussion of so far achieved
characteristics are presented in this work.
1. INTRODUCTION
Four-junction cells are being developed as the next
generation product for space applications to replace
today’s triple-junction cells where Ga0.49In0.51P (1.9 eV)
and Ga0.99In0.01As (1.4 eV) are grown on Ge (0.7 eV) [13]. The triple-junction cells are well developed and e.g.
the 3G30 product provided by AZUR SPACE reaches
29.5% begin-of-life and 26.5% conversion efficiency
under end-of-life conditions (1*1015 e-/cm2 1 MeV
electron irradiation) [4]. Slightly lower end-of-life
results are achieved by Spectrolab [5] and SolAero [6].
However, there is a strong pull for more efficient,
lighter and more radiation hard cell designs. The route
to higher efficiencies clearly demands a higher number
of junctions. Calculations of the ideal bandgaps for
four-junctions solar cells shows that for the third subcell a bandgap energy of around 1 eV is imperative.
From Figure 1 it can be easily seen that, aside from the
diluted nitride material, there is no choice for a lattice
matched material to GaAs or Ge with the desired 1 eV
bandgap. The Ga0.93In0.07N0.03As0.97 material has been
intensively investigated as a lattice matched 1 eV
junction [7-9]. However, due to a low material quality
for metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE)
grown materials [10], such four-junction cells have
failed to surpass the triple-junction performance[11].
Thus, new cell concepts have evolved where the lattice
matching constraint has been dropped.
They contain either one or more metamorphic buffer

layers where the lattice constant is increased, so that
GaInAs junctions with different Indium contents are
used as sub-cells [1, 3, 12]. For example, the upright
metamorphic four-junction solar cell architecture
developed by AZUR SPACE (4G32) is introduced to
space qualification by the end of 2016 [1]. This cell
architecture is an evolutionary development of an
upright metamorphic triple-junction cell previously
developed at Fraunhofer ISE for terrestrial concentrator
applications [13]. Recently a four-junction inverted
metamorphic cell has been introduced as a product by
SolAero where 32.7% efficiency is reported at begin-oflive while 26.4% remain after irradiation with 1 MeV
electrons with a fluence of 1*1015 e/cm2 according to
the data sheet [6]. This corresponds to a remaining
factor in maximum power of 81%
Another possibility to realise four-junction solar cells
is using the direct semiconductor bonding technology.
Here a set of sub-cells has been grown on different
substrates and thus on different lattice constants and are
bonded afterwards [2, 14]. Both approaches, the
metamorphic growth concept and the wafer bonding
technology
can
also
be
combined.
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Figure 1. III-V semiconductors: The bandgap is plotted
as a function of lattice constant. The filled (open) circles
represent (in-)direct semiconductors. The solid (dashed)
lines represent the according (in-) direct ternaries.
Figure 2 shows four-junction structures that are being
developed at Fraunhofer ISE for the use in space or
terrestrial concentrator photovoltaic applications.
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an optimized begin-of-life performance. Here, the
absorption and transmission of every single layer within
the solar cell is calculated. Moreover, assuming that
every absorbed photon in the active cell layers creates
an electron-hole pair (i.e. an internal quantum efficiency
of unity), the sub-cell short circuit current density (Jsc)
for every junction is calculated for the AM0 spectrum.
This calculated value is used as a benchmark value
during our development.
In order to provide a
benchmark for the VOC of each four-junction device,
dark currents as function of the bandgap and material
were analysed. Eventually the dark currents were
empirically fitted from the best single-junction data
available in literature and Fraunhofer ISE. For such
idealized cells, a fill factor > 88% is calculated.
However, as a one diode model with an ideality-factor
of 1 was used for modelling the sub-cells and
distributed resistance effects are neglected, this fill
factor depicts an upper limit. In a realistic device we
expect to achieve fill factors close to 86%

Figure 2. Absorber and substrate materials for fourjunction solar cells: (a) dilute nitride-based, (b)
inverted metamorphic, (c) bonded & metamorphic on
Ge and (d) bonded InP based.
The four-junction cell architecture consisting of
GaInP/AlGaAs//GaInAsP/GaInAs has been developed
by Fraunhofer ISE, SOITEC and CEA-LETI for the use
in terrestrial concentrator systems. This solar cell holds
the actual record conversion efficiency of 46.0% at 508
suns under the AM1.5d spectrum [15, 16]. The cell is
built from two separate dual-junction cells grown on
GaAs and InP respectively. Each epitaxy process
contains only lattice matched materials and therefore
achieves high material quality. The two dual-junction
solar cells are bonded to form a four-junction solar cell.
Here it is noteworthy to mention that an adapted cell
design can be also benefical for space applications.
Spectrolab has also worked on wafer-bonded cell
architectures and reported a 5-junction device with an
efficiency of 35.8% at AM0 conditions [2]. This also
proves that more junctions lead to better performances.
Fraunhofer ISE and AZUR SPACE are currently
developing more radiation hard designs based on the
direct wafer bonding approach.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL BUILDING BLOCKS
3.1 Metamorphic Growth
Metamorphic buffers are used to change the lattice
constant during the growth which will inevitably
introduce crystal defects. The requirements of such a
metamorphic buffer include the following: change the
in-plane lattice constant to the desired target (pseudo
substrate) while keeping a low surface roughness,
contain the defects in the buffer to allow for high quality
material to be grown above the buffer, and lastly be
transparent to the transmitted light. For increasing the
lattice constant starting from Germanium or GaAs (see
Figure 1) this is typically realized by growing a number
of layers with an increased Indium composition for
every layer. (step-graded buffers).
During the
continuous growth, the critical thickness is passed and
the layers will relax by forming misfit segments which
change the in-plane lattice constant.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
All epitaxial layers were deposited by metal-organic
vapour phase epitaxy with a multi-wafer AIX2800G4TM reactor on 4” Ge, GaAs or InP substrates using
standard precursors and process conditions.
The four-junction solar cell made on germanium and
containing a metamorphic GaInAs solar cell (see
concept Figure 2c) used semiconductor bonding
technology. At Fraunhofer ISE we use an Ayumi
Industries Co. Ltd bonding chamber (SAB-100) with a
fast atom beam surface activated process. Here, an
argon beam in a high vacuum environment (<3*10-6 Pa)
is used to clean and deoxidize the surfaces of both
wafers just before bringing the surfaces in contact.
Photolithography, wet chemical etching and evaporation
of anti-reflection coatings and metal contacts are used to
finalize the solar cells.
The transfer matrix method [17] has been used to
identify the best bandgaps and absorber thicknesses for

Figure 3. a) Schematic of a step-graded buffer showing
misfit segments and threading dislocations. b)
Cathodoluminescence image of a GaInAs double
heterostructure above a step-graded buffer on GaAs
with a target Indium composition of 20%. The threading
dislocation density is below 1*106 cm-2.
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However, every misfit segment typically begins and
ends with a threading dislocation (Figure 3a).
The threading dislocations continue in the subsequent
growth, where they form non-radiative recombination
centres in the active region of the solar cell. The density
of the threading dislocation depends on the buffer
design and growth conditions including temperature,
misfit grading rate, growth rate, V-III ratio, surfactants,
possible wafer miscut orientations, material choice and
target lattice constant. Thus a careful engineering of the
process is necessary. A cathodoluminescence image can
visualize the threading dislocation density (TDD), as the
areas of high non–radiative recombination around a
threading dislocation appear dark (Figure 3b). For high
performance sub-cells, TDDs below 1*106 cm2 are
typically desired. We achieved such low TDDs in
GaInAs buffers up to a misfit of 1.3 % [18].

even wafer breakage. Thus, the wafers are currently
treated after epitaxy before the bonding with a chemical
mechanical polishing process to ensure a clean surface
and a low surface roughness.
With this process, full 4” wafers have been bonded with
no or very few voids (Figure 5) suggesting that this
method is viable for large area devices such as space
solar cells.

Figure 5. Surface acoustic microscopy image of a 4”
InP//GaAs direct bond performed at Fraunhofer ISE.
The pair of wafers is fully bonded except one void at
the bottom (bright spot) corner most likely caused by a
particle.

3.2 Direct Semiconductor Bonding
The requirements of a semiconductor bond within a
multi-junction cell are low electrical resistance, no
optical absorption or reflection and high mechanical
stability. This is readily fulfilled for most direct
semiconductor bonds as the two semiconductors are in
direct contact and form covalent bonds after a short
annealing treatment at moderate temperatures. When the
doping of the two joined layers is high enough, typical
bond resistances lead to a voltage loss of less than 1 mV
at current densities below 17 mA/cm2 (see Figure 4).
Bonding allows the combination of a wide range of
different materials. Low resistance bonds between
various materials have already been demonstrated
including Si//GaAs, InP//GaAs and GaSb//GaInAs [1921]

4. FOUR-JUNCTION CELLS
In the following, the actual status of three four-junction
designs that have been realized at Fraunhofer ISE will
be presented (Figure 2a, b, c). Note that some designs
have only been explored for terrestrial applications so
far and thus are not optimized, i.e. current matched
under the AM0 spectrum. However, all four-junction
concepts have calculated realistic efficiency potentials
above 36% when optimized for begin of-life
performance. The calculated benchmark efficiencies
including VOC and JSC values for the begin-of-life
optimized designs (see Figure 2) are displayed in Table
1).
Table 1: Calculated benchmark efficiencies for the
begin-of-life optimized four junction structures
dilute nitride-based (a)
inverted metamorphic (b)
bonded & metamorphic on Ge (c)
bonded InP based (d)

Jsc [mA/cm2]

V oc [V]

K>@

16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4

3.46
3.62
3.46
3.56

36.9
38.4
36.9
37.9

4.1 Dilute nitride based four-junction
Dilute nitride Ga0.93In0.07N0.03As0.97 seems a perfect
choice to progress from the standard GaInP/GaAs/Ge
triple-junction to a four-junction cell (Figure 2a) as the
material can reach a bandgap of 1 eV while being lattice
matched to Ge. However, up to now minority carrier
lifetimes in MOVPE grown material are well below 1 ns
which is not sufficient to achieve high performances. It
should be noted though, that MBE growth has already
led to excellent dilute nitride devices [22] which shows
that these current problems challenges may be
overcome in the future. However, for MOVPE-grown

Figure 4.Typical I-V curve of a n-GaAs/n-GaAs direct
bond after annealing at 400°C for 60 s. The dashed grey
line symbolizes the typical short-current density of fourjunction cells at AM0. The voltage loss due to bond
resistance at 17 mA/cm2 is below 1 mV.
However a critical condition for direct semiconductor
bonding is the surface roughness which typically needs
to be below 1 nm (RMS). Furthermore, all particles
present at the surface will cause voids in the bond or
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materials so far background doping levels above
5*1016 cm-3 have been found due to a strong carbon
incorporation. This is one reason why only diffusion
lengths in the order of 100 nm are measured. As a
consequence, internal quantum efficiencies below 60%
and VOC values below 500 mV for 1 eV materials are
typical today. When incorporating such a sub-cell into
the triple-junction, the four-junction JSC is currently
significantly reduced [11] (Figure 6). This resulted in a
low efficiency of only 13% for this device.

Ga0.47In0.53As (0.75 eV) sub-cells have been realized and
have been processed into solar cells by AZUR SPACE.
The I-V curve of the best present cell is displayed in
Figure 7. Currently it reaches an efficiency of 29.4%
under AM0 conditions. Compared with the simulated
benchmark (see Table 1) the biggest improvement
potential is in VOC. This is partly due to the fact that the
lowest sub-cell still has a TDD of 6*106 cm-2 which can
be improved further. However, a TDD value below
2*106 cm-2 has already been reached in a standalone
buffer sample, and thus should result in an improved
voltage of the GaInAs sub-cells. Improved devices are
currently being prepared.

Figure 7. Uncalibrated I-V curve at AM0 for an
inverted metamorphic four-junction cell with a 4 cm2
cell area.
The high begin-of-life efficiency potential of this cell
design has recently been proven by France et al. who
reported an efficiency value of 35.3% under AM0 [12].
One downside of this approach for space use is,
however, that the GaAs and GaInAs junctions show
weak radiation hardness compared to GaInP or Ge [23].

Figure 6. Internal quantum efficiency (IQE)(a) and I-V
characteristics (b) of a GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAs/Ge fourjunction cell under AM0. The cell current is clearly
limited by the low performance of the GaInNAs
junction. The I-V curves under AM0 at the bottom shows
the comparison between the four-junction (red) and the
according triple-junction cell (black). While the JSC is
significantly reduced, only a small amount in VOC could
be gained (Data taken from [11]).

4.3 Bonded and metamorphic on Ge
The principles of this four-junction cell concept has
been developed at Fraunhofer ISE [18]. Currently
Fraunhofer ISE and AZUR SPACE continue optimizing
the performance for terrestrial usage within the
European funded project CPVMatch. This four-junction
cell is built from two separate growths: the first is an
inverted dual-junction (GaInP 1.9eV and Al0.03Ga0.97As
1.47 eV) on GaAs while the second consists of an indiffused Ge cell (0.66 eV) with a metamorphic buffer
structure and a Ga0.81In0.19As cell (1.15 eV). Those two
wafers are joined by a direct wafer bond and the GaAs
substrate is removed before photolithography and metal
evaporation. So far this cell has only been optimized for
the use in terrestrial concentrator systems and thus the
choosen bandgaps and current matching is not ideal for
the AM0 spectrum. The metamorphic buffer for this
GaInAs cell has been optimized to have a TDD <
1*106 cm-2. This allows for the growth of a high quality
GaInAs sub-cell. At the bandgap of 1.15 eV a sub-cell
VOC of 0.754 V has already been reached. This is of

4.2 Inverted metamorphic four-junction
The inverted metamorphic approach also requires only
one growth process on one wafer. This comes at the cost
of two metamorphic buffers which need to be graded
from the lattice constant of GaAs to a new larger lattice
constant with a misfit of 3.8% in total. Considering that
high quality buffers with a low TDD are typically
grown with a grading rate of 0.5 - 1 Pm/% misfit,
another 5 to 10 Pm of extra epitaxial layers are added
for the buffer. After the growth, the substrate needs to
be removed and the epitaxial layers need to be
transferred to a support substrate that can be a Si wafer
or a metal film. At Fraunhofer ISE, such inverted
metamorphic cells structures consisting of GaInP (1.9
eV), GaAs (1.42 eV), Ga0.73In0.27As (1.05 eV) and
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comparable material quality to a GaAs junction grown
on a GaAs substrate.
The low maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE)
in Figure 8 of every sub-cell is caused by the higher
grid shading of the concentrator cell design. The
calculated sub-cell currents that would be generated
under the AM0 spectrum are also shown in the image. A
redistribution of the current for perfect current matching
would lead to 15.8 mA/cm2.
100
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